
As organizations adapt to modern and hybrid working scenarios, it’s

essential to find cost-effective ways to increase business resilience by

providing secure, remote desktop and app experiences for employees.

Learn the key benefits of migrating to Azure Virtual 

Desktop with Redington.

Empower flexible hybrid work from

virtually anywhere, on any device

✓ Provide employees with access to the only virtual desktop solution

fully optimized for Windows 11 and Windows 10 Enterprise with

multisession capabilities.

✓ Increase productivity by giving users the same familiar experience

they’d have on a local desktop, regardless of location or device.

Gain security and reliability

with Azure

✓ Keep your company, user data, and applications safe, secure, and

compliant with built-in Azure or Microsoft security.

✓ Deliver reliable, advanced end-to-end Azure security, and

configure security controls to fit your organization’s needs and 

industry requirements.

✓ Use the Azure portal as your management hub to set up a scalable

and flexible environment, configure host pools, create user groups,

and publish resources.

✓ Gain more granular control and greatly reduce the number of

virtual machines (VMs), while still providing the same resources to

your employees, with exclusive multisession capabilities.

Reduce infrastructure and

licensing costs

✓ Optimize costs by running multiple, concurrent user sessions on a

single VM using exclusive Windows 11 and Windows 10 Enterprise

multisession capabilities.

✓ Pay only for what you use by taking advantage of existing eligible

Windows or Microsoft 365 per-user licenses.

✓ Deploy virtual desktops in just minutes or hours—much faster than

traditional desktops— and at any scale and anywhere in the world.

✓ Automatically increase or decrease capacity based on the time of 

day, day of the week, or changes in demand with Azure Virtual

Desktop autoscaling capabilities.

Get started with  
Azure Virtual Desktop
See how AMMP and  Redington can help you simplify            and 

accelerate your Azure Virtual Desktop deployment.
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Contact us >

Microsoft can help you save money and simplify your Azure Virtual Desktop deployment 

through the Azure Migration and Modernization Program (AMMP). Bring your workloads 

to Azure with confidence, supported with best practice guidance and direct access to Azure 

engineers, tools, and subsidized services from Redington

Azure Migration and 

Modernization Program

Expert Advise and Solution building to help customer Transform and 

Modernize environment with Azure Virtual Desktop 

Unlock the Power of Azure Virtual 

Desktop with Redington AVD 

Assessment

Maintain full control over 

configuration and management

Quickly deploy and scale with ease

✓ The Citrix DaaS solution delivers enterprise value and unified 

management around AVD, providing a value-rich virtualization control 

plane, reducing risk, and simplifying desktop and app delivery.

✓ VMware Horizon Cloud on Azure can help accelerate your cloud 

adoption while maximizing cost savings and delivering an exceptional 

user experience with the same tools and skillsets you already use.
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Leverage familiar VDI solutions

5 reasons hybrid work is 

more effective with Azure 

Virtual Desktop

https://www.redingtonvalue.com/the-microsoft-revolution_customers

